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Victoria & Albert Museum
Cromwell Road

The V&A returns as the LDF’s official hub and host of the Global Design Forums — a series of talks,
including Merel Bekking on “Brain Manufacturing”, which explores how we can map our reactions
to colour. Major commissions include Flynn Talbot’s “Reflection Room”, which features black
membrane panels interwoven with orange and blue LED bulbs, and which will transform the
vaulted Prince Consort Gallery into a space-age system of iridescent vertical lines.

"Zero Waste Calligraphy" pens

London Design Fair

FT Magazine

A date with design: what’s on where

This year’s festival takes over venues across the capital, while the design fair is based in Shoreditch
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Old Truman Brewery

The inaugural “Material of the Year” exhibition explores the metamorphosing qualities of
Jesmonite — a man-made gypsum composite that can mimic almost any texture. PRIN London is
building a mosaic of “Rustiles” — Jesmonite tiles with an oxidised metal-dust surface. Another first
is the USA Pavilion — look out for glassware by John Hogan and the rugged furniture of Fernando
Mastrangelo. In the British Craft Pavilion, Tom’s Studio will launch the “Zero Waste Calligraphy”
pen, made from waste metal curls cast in resin.

Mayfair Design District
Mayfair

This year sees the inauguration of two new “design districts”: Mayfair and Pimlico Road. In
Mayfair, the focus is on “art for art’s sake”, says James Malcolm Green, the district’s founder.
Achille Salvagni’s Japanese-inspired Kyoto show will feature the white-bronze “Simposio”
chandelier, while at Carpenters Workshop Gallery, Lidewij Edelkoort selects a crop from Europe’s
design schools for The Graduate(s). And London-based collective Matter of Stuff moves into the
Georgian townhouse restaurant/art venue Sketch for Cocktail Atmospheres, an exhibition that
includes Olga Bielawska’s “The Veiled” — marble tables and trays decorated with curving patterns
to create an illusion of softness.

Pimlico Road Design District
Pimlico

Pimlico Road Design District is another LDF first. At the Ochre showroom, look out for the
“Moonlight Murmuration” lighting installation — a cascade of LEDs encased in brass-capped glass
drops — and the leather-clad “Sungaya” floor lamp. Meanwhile Jamb — champions of the country-
house aesthetic — will show their new “Attingham” lantern.

Marlène Huissold's "Cocoon" cabinet

Decorex
Syon Park

http://m-material.com/
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Celebrating its 40th anniversary, the design and interiors show Decorex returns with a hexagonal
velvet and ironwork champagne bar designed by Shalini Misra in tribute to the 1851 Great
Exhibition. Vanderhurd launches its latest rug collection, while emerging designer commissions
include Marlène Huissoud’s sculptural cabinets, made by encasing insect cocoons in metal, and
Richard Lowry’s “Bricolage” series of furniture built from plastic-coated paper.

Shoreditch Design Triangle
Shoreditch

An inflated vinyl and PVC building-block castle by French artist Camille Walala is this year’s
“Landmark Project”, taking over Exchange Square in Broadgate. Yinka Ilori continues the youthful
theme at the citizenM hotel by transforming the lobby into “Estate Playground”, decorated with
bold Nigerian textiles. And following his all-white collection at Milan’s Salone del Mobile earlier
this year, Lee Broom continues his monochrome 10th-anniversary celebrations with all-black
reinterpretations of pieces including the “Hanging Hoop” and “Altar” chairs.

Martino Gamper's "Round & Square"

Brompton Design District
Brompton

Martino Gamper shows his new “Round & Square” furniture collection, while Swedish brand
Livsdal launches its seven-filter air purifier, which it claims can make interior spaces 50 times
cleaner. For The Trade Show, Faye Toogood has cast a special edition of 50 of her “Spade” chairs in
aluminium. She will exchange them for works by her British contemporaries — photographers,
fashion designers and architects — which she will then put on display in the same North Terrace
garage where she launched the “Spade” in 2007. And to raise funds for the Farm Children’s
Museum in Favara, Sicily, Italian furniture-maker Poltrona Frau in Fulham Road will be launching
a limited edition of its “Vanity” armchair in three sizes, with the smaller “Baby” and the 20cm-high
“Mini” upholstered in a geometric print.

Design Museum
Kensington High Street

https://www.decorex.com/
https://www.ft.com/content/8236e6a0-91cc-11e7-bdfa-eda243196c2c
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For its first LDF at its new Kensington site, the Design Museum presents Set in Stone, a series of
commissions in marble and limestone, including a slide by Chilean firm Elemental, which visitors
can slither down. Meanwhile Swiss bathroom specialists Laufen have brought together 12
designers, among them Handmade and Patricia Urquiola, to explore new ways of manufacturing
ceramics.

South East Makers Design Route
Deptford, Brockley, New Cross, Nunhead and Peckham

There are now three official design routes, walkable trails that pass through independently
organised concentrations of design activity: Notting Hill, the Maker Mile along the Hackney stretch
of Regent’s Canal, and the South East Makers Club. As part of the South East trail, the Curzon
Goldsmiths cinema will be showing “Made in London” — a series of short films exploring seven
London designers — while Peckham’s Copeland Gallery will present water-themed commissions
from designers including Henrik Nieratschker and James Patmore.

Bankside Design District
South Bank

The first UK exhibition of San Francisco’s Letterform Archive (see below) will include works by
Eric Gill, Piet Zwart, Emigre, Inc and many others. On Southwark Street, Thierry Noir, who claims
to be the first artist to have painted the Berlin Wall, will transform a pedestrian crossing with his
signature bold cartoons.

London Transport Museum Shop
Covent Garden

Joining the long list of innovative artists who have produced work for Transport for London, textile
designer Margo Selby will display her new jacquard fabric, “Motion”, along with handwoven pieces
inspired by her forays into the TfL archive. “The posters were a major influence, and the graphic
design within the posters,” says Selby. “And then the original maps and the little emblems within
them: where a station stops, where there’s a junction. You’ll see those, blown up, in the textile
design.”

DESIGN FRONTIERS
Somerset House

This free show of cutting-edge installations by more than 30 international designers will include a
futuristic car by Ian Callum, the director of design at Jaguar. “It’s like something out of Tron,” says
the show’s director, Christopher Turner.

Visitors will also be able to watch Paul Priestman — the man behind the next generation of Tube
trains, due to be introduced on the London Underground in 2020 — and his team working on a

https://designmuseum.org/
https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/esmagazine/tunnel-vision-meet-the-team-that-are-future-proofing-londons-tubes-9811920.html
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pneumatic railway. “People are going to be able to interrogate them,” says Turner. “It will show you
behind the curtain of the design process . . . [Priestman] is an uncelebrated figure to the wider
public. We want to celebrate him here.”

Among the other big names in the Design Frontiers line-up are Jasper Morrison and Spain’s Jaime
Hayon, who will be launching a new menswear brand called “Jijibaba”. And don’t miss the
lightweight, compostable stools and lights designed by Sebastian Cox and Ninela Ivanova, made
from green-wood waste bound together with mycelium fungus.

Design Junction, Cubitt House

DESIGNJUNCTION
King’s Cross

Part trade show, part interactive public art display, designjunction spreads out over a series of sites
in King’s Cross. Granary Square will be home to two temporary walkways: a sequence of four 4m-
high ceramic gates, covered in bold geometric tiles by Adam Nathaniel Furman in collaboration
with Turkishceramics, and a floral passageway created by the flower-delivery service bloomon,
which will become an aromatic venue for talks and workshops. If you’re not the romantic type, take
a seat outside on the brutalist concrete street furniture designed by studios Maynard and
Marshalls.

The new Cubitt Park pavilion will showcase accessories and materials, while Cubitt House — a
show of furniture and lighting — returns with the launch of Design House Stockholm’s “Torso” and
“Ram” chairs and Revology’s “Design #1” chair, made from linen fibres, resin and recycled brass.

At The Crossing, the 10 finalists of the inaugural Rado Star Prize UK, an award for young
designers, will display their responses to the theme “Design Meets Time”. Look out for Joachim
Froment’s “0.6 Chair”, made from pressed carbon fibre and wood veneer that’s a sleek 0.6cm thick,
and “Topped” by William Huggons — a pot lid that doubles as a spinning top.
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SAN FRANCISCO’S LETTERFORM ARCHIVE
Devonshire House

As a teenager, Rob Saunders would select passages of text and write them out in short, bound
manuscripts. In college, he began collecting books about type. He has now been accumulating
letter art for more than 40 years. Since he founded the Letterform Archive in San Francisco in
2013, the collection has more than doubled to north of 40,000 pieces of calligraphy, typography
and graphic design spanning two millennia and including the collection of the late Dutch publisher
Jan Tholenaar.

A selection of the archive is now coming to the UK for a pop-up exhibition entitled Graphic Design
Process: Analog Artifacts of Experimentation, Development & Production. Saunders and the
archive’s librarian, Amelia Grounds, will host a series of talks on analogue production, exploring
pieces by print workers including WA Dwiggins, the illustrator who coined the term “graphic
designer” in 1922 (and whose work for publisher George Macy is shown below), and Herbert
Matter, whose 1930s posters for the Swiss tourism board were one of the earliest uses of
commercial photomontage.

WA Dwiggins' work for publisher George Macy © Letterform Archive
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